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DECISION OF THE BOARD DELIVERED BY K. J. HUSSEY 

Alexander Fell and Derek Parent (Applicants) are owners of property built in 1890 

that has been designated under the Ontario Heritage Act as having historical and 

architectural value. The property is located at 467 Chartwell Road in the Town of 

Oakville.   It contains a residence and coach house and the Applicants propose that the 

residence be used as a day nursery and the coach house as offices for the day nursery.  

The Committee of Adjustment of the Town of Oakville granted an application for 

variance to legalize the existing front yard setback, building height and the number of 

stories for the residence; and to legalize the existing side yard and rear yard setback, 

floor area and building height of the Coach House.  Justin MacCormack (Appellant) has 

appealed that decision.   In particular, he objects to the variance with respect to the rear 

yard setback, which the by-law requires to be 7.5 metres. The existing rear yard setback 

that the applicant seeks to legalize is 0.66 metres. 

 The Appellant is mainly concerned with the impact that the proposed use will 

have on the enjoyment of his backyard amenity if there is not sufficient buffering and 

noise mitigation. The Appellant does not challenge the Applicant’s objective to 
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regularize the existing residence nor does he challenge the use of the residence as a 

day nursery but he wants to see the day nursery confined to the residence and not be 

extended to the coach house, which is in close proximity to his property.  

In support of the application, the Board heard evidence from Ruth Victor an 

expert in land use planning. Kelly Scott Hunt, an early childhood educator with 

experience in running a nursery school, also gave evidence on behalf of the Applicant. 

The Appellant was the only witness to testify in opposition.  

Ms Victor gave the Board a thorough overview of the property and the 

surroundings. Ms Victor testified that proposed use is in compliance with the Official 

Plan and Zoning by-law and that the location criteria for this facility have been satisfied. 

The Appellant does not dispute this evidence. The property is very generous with a 

frontage of 52.74 metres and a depth of 59.76 metres. The main building is 

approximately 4700 square feet and the coach house, approximately 1330 square feet. 

The property is well treed and there is significant vegetation between the subject site 

and the abutting properties. 

The proposal is to use the main building to accommodate 2 day-nursery 

operators. The first floor would accommodate 24 children and the second floor 15 

children, up to a maximum of 45 children. The nursery would operate full days. The 

Coach house would be used for offices accommodating approximately 5 staff members.  

The Day Nursery Act regulates the business operation including the number of children, 

space stipulation, hours of operation and staffing ratio.  

The preliminary site plan was presented and it indicates the proposed 

landscaping and location of the playgrounds at the north of the property. The 

playgrounds extend across the entire area that is directly behind the Appellant’s 

residence.   Ms Victor recognized that there would be noise from the playground area 

but stated that the children in a day nursery would not be as loud as school aged 
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children. There would be a high level of supervision with approximately one staff to eight 

children. 

 Ms Victor testified that significant landscaping exists and more will be added, so 

there ought not to be undue impact on the neighbouring properties.   Ms Victor pointed 

out that although there is no requirement to have both fencing and trees the Applicant 

will be providing both. Because the building and grounds have been designated as a 

heritage property, permission has to be sought for any changes such as an added 

fence.  

Ms Victor testified that an acoustic wall, suggested by the Appellant, is 

completely unnecessary as Day Nurseries are compatible with residential areas. Ms 

Victor stated that acoustic fencing is appropriate for traffic mitigation and other noises, 

which exceed MOE guidelines.  Kelly Scott-Hunt supported Ms Victor’s testimony and 

her evidence is that she has not had any noise complaints in her experience running 

day nurseries some of which have been in residential areas. 

 Ms Victor’s opinion is that the variances are appropriate and desirable as they 

allow an adaptive use that will assist in the long-term preservation of a heritage 

structure and therefore is in the public interest. Ms Victor pointed out that this is not the 

last step in this process in which the Appellant could have input as there is a site plan 

application before the Town of Oakville and that is an open process. The site plan will 

also be reviewed by Heritage Oakville. 

The Appellant submitted that an acoustic fence ought to be erected to mitigate 

the noise that he anticipates will come from the playground.  The Appellant testified that 

the existing fence between the playground area and his property would not be effective 

in any way to alleviate the noise from the playground because of the gaps in the fence. 

The cedar trees that are proposed will act as a visual screen but will not offer noise 

protection. The Appellant suggested that a denser and higher fence that would be more 

effective than what is currently there. He stated that a solid cedar fence over seven feet 
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in height would help to deflect the noise. He pointed out that playground activities could 

be all day given the number of children proposed to be in the day nursery and the 

requirement by the regulating body that there is a minimum of two hours of outdoor 

activity.    

The Board accepts Ms Victor’s uncontested evidence that the proposal meets the 

general intent and purpose of the Official Plan and Zoning By-law that is desirable for 

the appropriate development or use of the land and that the variances are minor. A day 

nursery is an appropriate adaptive use of this heritage property and is a legal use at this 

location. The applicant has no intentions of changing the structure but seeks to legalize 

pre-existing conditions. The Board finds that the criteria under Section 45(1) of the 

Planning Act have been satisfied. 

Ms Victor has suggested that the Appellant’s concerns may be legitimately raised 

at the site plan approval process.  There is generous space available to the Applicant to 

employ measures, which may provide some noise mitigation and allow the day nursery 

to harmoniously coexist with the surrounding residential uses. This is a matter for the 

site plan process, which is not before the Board. 

 The Board Orders that the appeal is dismissed and allows the application by 

Alexandra Fell and Derek Parent numbered A-214/2005 for variance from the provisions 

of By-law 1984-63 as amended, with respect to the property located 467 Chartwell 

Road.  

This is the Order of the Board. 

 

 
“K. J. Hussey” 
 
K. J. HUSSEY 
MEMBER 


